CARBON MIRROR COVER SET
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
PART NUMBER D980-0025
APPLICATIONS:

2015-19
2016-18
2019

M3, M4
M2
M2 Competition

________________________________________________________________
PARTS LIST
Qty
Part #
Description
1
D982-0006 Carbon Mirror Cover; Right M2/M3/M4
1
D982-0007 Carbon Mirror Cover; Left M2/M3/M4
________________________________________________________________
Congratulations for being selective enough to use a DINAN Carbon Mirror Cover Set.
We have spent many hours developing this kit to assure that you will receive maximum
performance and durability with minimum difficulty in installation. Please take the time
to read these instructions and call us if you have any difficulties during the installation.
NOTE: This kit does not fit all combinations of vehicles & engines. Please pay careful
attention to the vehicles listed above. Do not install this kit if your specific vehicle
configuration is not shown. Please contact your Dinan representative if you have any
questions.
INSTALLATION:
1. To minimize risk of damage, let the mirror assemblies cool/warm to room
temperature.
2. Press mirror glass by hand to slowly tilt it up to the top most position.
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3. Using an appropriate tool (wrapped if necessary, prevent damage to the glass), unclip
the mirror glass starting at the bottom, and working your way around.

4. Release any plug connections and set mirror glass aside.

5. Locate the 2 tabs on the inside of the mirror housing. Use a small screw driver
and/or a pick to release the tabs. As you have one of the tabs released, pull on the
mirror cap unit to pop it lose. Repeat this on the other side.
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6. As you install the mirror cap, take care to align the tab on top before snapping it in
to place. Once aligned, snap the mirror cap on. Check all the edges, to ensure it’s
installed securely.
7. Align the mirror glass and snap it back into place.

Enjoy!
NOTE: Proper care will enhance the appearance of your Dinan carbon
mirror covers. Please keep these parts clean and waxed at all times. Like
any surface, poor maintenance will allow deterioration to take hold.
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